Plateaus and sinuous ridges as the fingerprints of lava flow inflation in the Eastern Tharsis Plains of Mars
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Abstract

The Tharsis Montes rift aprons are composed of outpourings of lava from chaotic terrains to the northeast and southwest flank of each volcano. Sinuous and branching channel networks that are present on the rift aprons suggest the possibility of fluvial processes in their development, or erosion by rapidly emplaced lavas, but the style of lava flow emplacement throughout rift apron development is not clearly understood. To better characterize the style of lava emplacement and role of fluvial processes in rift apron development, we conducted morphological mapping of the Pavonis Mons southwest rift apron and the eastern Tharsis plains using images from the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE), Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC), Context Camera (CTX), Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS), and High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) along with the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) Precision Experiment Data Records (PEDRs) and gridded data. Our approach was to: (1) search for depositional fans at the slope break between the rift apron and adjacent low slope plains; (2) determine if there is evidence that previously formed deposits might have been buried by plains units; (3) characterize the Tharsis plains morphologies east of Pavonis Mons; and (4) assess their relationship to the rift apron units. We have not identified topographically significant depositional fans, nor did we observe evidence to suggest that plains units have buried older rift apron units. Flow features associated with the rift apron are observed to continue across the slope break onto the plains. In this area, the plains are composed of a variety of small fissures and low shield vents around which broad channel-fed and tube-fed flows have been identified. We also find broad, flat-topped plateaus and sinuous ridges mixed among the channels, tubes and vents. Flat-topped plateaus and sinuous ridges are morphologies that are analogous to those observed on the coastal plain of Hawaii, where lava flows have advanced from the volcano’s several degree flank onto the nearly zero degree coastal plain. When local volumetric flow rates are low, flow fronts tend to spread laterally and often thicken via endogenous growth, or inflation, of the sheet-like flow units. If flow advance is restricted by existing topography into narrow pathways, inflation can be focused into sinuous, elongate ridges. The presence of plateaus and ridges—emplaced from the rift zones, across the plains to the east of Pavonis Mons—and a lack of fan-like features, or evidence for their burial, are consistent with rift apron lavas crossing a slope break with low local volumetric flow rates that led to inflation of sheet-like and tube-fed lava flows.

1. Introduction

The Tharsis Volcanic Province of Mars is a broad volcanic rise that includes several large shield volcanoes, including the NE-trending chain of the Tharsis Montes, Arsia, Pavonis, and Ascreaeus Mons (Fig. 1) (Carr et al., 1977; Greeley and Spudis, 1981; Mouginis-Mark et al., 1992; Hodges and Moore, 1994). These volcanoes have each experienced an episode of main flank development involving eruptions from the summit, followed by rifting to the northeast and southwest, to form extensive rift zones and deposits that are collectively known as the Tharsis Montes rift aprons (Fig. 2) (Carr et al., 1977; Crumpler et al., 2007). The rift aprons are thought to have largely involved lava emplacement from within the chasmata (chaotic terrains formed by collapse of the
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main flank) (Carr et al., 1977; Crumpler et al., 2007). Post-Viking era data have shown that rift apron development involved significant lava emplacement through rift zone-aligned groups of low shields and fissure vents (Plescia, 2004; Bleacher et al., 2007a; Bleacher et al., 2009). Some lava flows erupted during rift apron development are at least several hundred kilometers long (Garry et al., 2007) and extend across a topographic and slope boundary that transitions from the 1° to 3° slope of the rift aprons (Plescia, 2004; Bleacher et al., 2007a) to the nearly 0° slope of the Tharsis plains.

It is also proposed that development of the rift aprons might have involved the release of large volumes of water, subsequent fluvial erosion, and/or possible emplacement of mud deposits (Mouginis-Mark and Christensen, 2005; Murray et al., 2010). Murray et al. (2010) suggest that the rift aprons themselves might be composed primarily of mud flows instead of lava flows. The features that lead to this interpretation are complex channel networks, which are typically composed of single-stem non-leveed rilles that can also display sections of branching channels with terraced walls and islands. These features can be over 100 km in length and rarely display obvious lateral or distal margins. Bleacher et al. (2007a) conducted morphologic mapping of portions of the Tharsis Montes southwest rift aprons, and suggested these complex channels result from modification of existing surface units, which they called the channel network terrain (CNT). However, Bleacher et al. (2007a) did not present an interpretation of the mode of modification. Mouginis-Mark and Christensen (2005) and Murray et al. (2010) suggested that the source of this surface modification was erosion by overland flow of water (Fig. 3). However, no fluvial depositional features have been identified as would be expected if fluvial erosion cut channels 10 s to 100 s of kilometers long. Although a fluvial erosion interpretation is difficult to explain if no depositional fans are associated with the channels, it is possible that these features might have been buried by subsequent lava emplacement, if the plains flows are younger than the rift aprons (including any fluvial activity). This is possible as the abundant volcanic vents identified on the Tharsis plains (Plescia, 2004; Bleacher et al., 2007a, b; Mouginis-Mark and Rowland, 2008; Bleacher et al., 2009; Murray et al., 2010), but only a few studies (e.g., Garry et al., 2007), focused on lava flows extending from the rift aprons onto the adjacent Tharsis plains.

Numerous investigations have described morphologies and structures within the rift aprons (Plescia, 2004; Mouginis-Mark and Christensen, 2005; Garry et al., 2007; Bleacher et al., 2007a, b; Mouginis-Mark and Rowland, 2008; Bleacher et al., 2009; Murray et al., 2010), but only a few studies (e.g., Garry et al., 2007), focused on lava flows extending from the rift aprons onto the adjacent Tharsis plains.

Fig. 1. MOLA shaded relief image of the Tharsis Montes. Each shield volcano displays a main flank and rift aprons to the NE and SW. The change from main flank to rift apron and vent field involves a decrease in slope from 4°–6° to 1°–3°. The rift apron and vent field flows extend out onto the regional Tharsis plains, where slopes decrease to <1°. The study area in Fig. 2 is shown in the white box. Contours shown in black are at a 1 km interval, and labeled to the South of Arsia Mons.
plains units. Yet, understanding the geologic relationship between the apron and plains units is critical to constraining the origin of some apron features and possibly the aprons themselves. Furthermore, channel formation by erosive processes holds great implications for constraining the abundance and timing of aqueous processes on the surface of Mars. However, channels formed either by fluvial or volcanic processes can share many common features (Baker et al., 2015), and so it is critical to evaluate channel origin based not only on analysis of the channels in isolation, but also within their local and regional geologic context.

Our goal is to better characterize the style of lava emplacement and role of fluvial processes in rift apron development, including possible erosion by water or lava. Fluvial erosion would suggest storage and release of ground water whereas lava erosion could suggest high eruption and emplacement rates (Murray et al., 2010), and so it is critical to evaluate channel origin based not only on analysis of the channels in isolation, but also within their local and regional geologic context.

Our goal is to better characterize the style of lava emplacement and role of fluvial processes in rift apron development, including possible erosion by water or lava. Fluvial erosion would suggest storage and release of ground water whereas lava erosion could suggest high eruption and emplacement rates (Murray et al., 2010), and so it is critical to evaluate channel origin based not only on analysis of the channels in isolation, but also within their local and regional geologic context.

Our goal is to better characterize the style of lava emplacement and role of fluvial processes in rift apron development, including possible erosion by water or lava. Fluvial erosion would suggest storage and release of ground water whereas lava erosion could suggest high eruption and emplacement rates (Murray et al., 2010), and so it is critical to evaluate channel origin based not only on analysis of the channels in isolation, but also within their local and regional geologic context.

The Tharsis region is covered by a pervasive dust deposit that masks the geochemistry of the underlying basaltic crust (Ruff and Christensen, 2002), and studies of lava flow chemistry from spectral data are limited to the margins of the Tharsis rise (Lang et al., 2009; Ramsey and Crown, 2010; Giacomini et al., 2012; Crown and Ramsey, 2017). Lava flows in the Tharsis plains are estimated to have been formed by large eruptions with discharge rates of $10^2-10^5$ m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ over a time scale of years to decades and are suggested to generally be basaltic in composition (e.g., Zimbelman, 1998; Warner and Gregg, 2009; Garry et al., 2007; Hiesinger et al., 2007; Glaze and Baloga, 2006, Glaze et al., 2009; Baloga and Glaze, 2008). Lava flows can also be considered with respect to morphology throughout a flow field to provide insights into emplacement conditions. For instance, Peitersen and Crown (1999, 2000)
examined terrestrial and Martian lava flow morphologies as a function of distance from the vent (proximal, medial, and distal) providing a basis for subdividing flows and interpreting different morphologies within one flow field. Recently, Keszthelyi (2013) proposed a facies model for mafic lava flows to help provide insight into eruption duration and effusion rate that could also be applied to Mars. In this model, flow fields are divided into a near-vent, transport, and flow front facies, each of which is further divided between early-, middle-, and late-stages of development. Although much terrestrial research is focused on eruption conditions at a vent and the style of advance at a flow front, a significant surface area of our Martian study region comprises the transport facies of Keszthelyi (2013). Therefore, it is instructive to explore the development of transport pathways and structures within basaltic lava flow fields, and how these pathways evolve over higher (flank slope > 1°) and lower (plains slope < 1°) inclination terrains in Hawai‘i as an analog for Mars.

It is generally considered that the effusion rate of an eruption is the largest control on the potential duration of its related lava flows (Walker, 1973). However, the style of lava flow emplacement is related to many factors, of which the transport structure (open lava channel or insulated lava tube) (Malin, 1980) and local volumetric flow rate has a strong influence (Rowland and Walker, 1990). Although volumetric flow rate is largely controlled by the eruption rate, local conditions such as slope can also impose a strong effect. As such, the Hawaiian volcanoes and the Tharsis Montes, which both display main flanks (and rift aprons on Mars) with slopes >1° and plains units where slopes are much <1° serve as reasonable analogs to one another with respect to lava flow development that can be useful for interpreting observations of Martian lava flows. One factor to consider when studying transport pathways is the style of insulation; for instance, how much of the flow is partitioned into lava tubes versus exposed surface pathways or channels (Wentworth and Macdonald, 1953; Malin, 1980; Holcomb, 1987; Greeley, 1987; Mark and Moore, 1987; Moore and Mark, 1992; Calvari and Pinkerton, 1998, 1999; Rowland and Garbeil, 2000; Bleacher and Greeley, 2008; Harris and Rowland, 2009; Koeppen et al., 2013). Additionally, the morphology of a pathway will evolve based on the degree to which the lava within the pathway is flowing at full or decreased capacity as well as the style of lava insulation (Kauahikaua et al., 1998; Bailey et al., 2006; Harris and Rowland, 2009).

2.1. Hawaiian volcano flanks

During Hawaiian eruptions, two types of lava distribution pathways tend to form—open lava channels and closed (or nearly closed) lava tubes (Wentworth and Macdonald, 1953). Wentworth and Macdonald (1953) and Macdonald (1956) noted that channels quickly form within near-vent sheets of lava, due to velocity gradients between faster moving lava in the thickest, central sections of a flow and slower moving, thinner lava near the flow’s margins (Hulme, 1974). Faster moving pathways within near vent sheets develop into channels as levees are initially constructed by lateral displacement of cooled crustal material. Eventually ‘a‘a rubble at the flow front contributes to levee growth, which can also be enhanced by pahoehoe overflows (Wolfe, 1988; Heliker and Mattax, 2003; Kauahikaua et al., 2003). Spatter, spillover, and breaching of the levees can produce small distributary flow lobes adjacent to the main channel, or can develop into a new primary channel branch, thereby producing a channel-fed flow field (Kilburn, 2000). As the flow cools or the eruption ends the channel can drain leaving an empty, leveed channel up to a few meters in height (Fig. 4). Drained channels tend to be rectangular in cross-section (Kauahikaua et al., 2003).

Lava tubes are also important for transporting lava from the vent to flow fronts, especially in pahoehoe flows, an observation that has been confirmed repeated as eruptions locations have changed in Hawai‘i (Wentworth and Macdonald, 1953; Macdonald, 1956; Holcomb, 1987; Greeley, 1987; Wolfe, 1988; Heliker and Mattax, 2003; Kauahikaua et al., 2003). Unlike open channels, mature tubes are tunnels enclosed by solidified lava and can be considered surface extensions of the conduit (Greeley, 1987). Wentworth and Macdonald (1953) indicated that lava tubes form through two dominant processes including the roofing over of active lava channels, and progressive advancement and connection between lobate toes at the flow front, eventually forming dominant pathways or tubes. Tubes that form by roofing over of a channel tend to do so by the (1) growth of rooted crusts, (2) accretion of new lava onto levees, thereby building an arch, and/or (3) welding together of floating crustal plates within the channel (Greeley, 1971, 1972, 1987; Swanson, 1973; Peterson and Swanson, 1974; Peterson et al., 1994; Hon et al., 1994; Calvari and Pinkerton, 1998, 1999). Tubes act to insulate the liquid lava, with measured temperature decreases of ~1 °C/km traveled (Swanson, 1973; Helz and Thornber, 1987; Helz et al., 1993; Keszthelyi, 1995; Kauahikaua et al., 1998; Witter and Harris, 2007), which is far less than measured along active, open lava channels that lose heat more easily (Cashman et al., 1999; Harris et al., 2007; Harris and Rowland, 2009). The insulating nature of tubes enables lava to flow to longer distances than if it were emplaced through an open channel. The formation of lava tubes or channels has been shown to relate to volcano flank slopes with higher average flank slopes linked to lower abundances of longer lava tube-fed flows (Mark and Moore, 1987; Moore and Mark, 1992; Rowland and Garbeil, 2000; Bleacher and Greeley, 2008).

Tubes located on the flanks of Hawaiian shield volcanoes where slopes are >1° typically form via roofing over of active lava channels, although some do form within sheet flows (Kauahikaua et al., 1998). Tubes that evolve from open channels tend to form broad ridges and
do not regularly flow at full capacity (Kauahikaua et al., 1998). Unsteady volumetric flow rates that sometimes exceed the volume of the tube, either within tubes that form via roofed channels or tubes formed within a sheet, can lead to disruption of the overlying crust of an established lava tube. This process can lead to the production of rootless shields that form by the repeated stacking of short breakout lava flows at the site of disruption (Kauahikaua et al., 2003; Patrick and Orr, 2011), or localized disruption of the tube roof creating raised-rim features called shatter rings (Orr, 2010). Rootless shields can also form progressively as a tube-fed flow advances. In both cases, rootless shields can store a substantial volume of lava. This lava can be released abruptly if the flank of a shield fails, thereby producing short-lived increases in local volumetric flow rate. This process can emplace channelized ‘āʻā flows within a flow field dominated by tube-fed pāhoehoe (Patrick and Orr, 2011). The development of rootless shields over lava tubes in Hawai’i has produced broad ridges up to 20 m in height and >1 km across. An important observation is that a single eruption can produce a range of structures and morphologies over the length of the associated lava flow due to changes in eruption conditions at the vent, variations in local conditions, and influences from pre-flow topography. Variance in morphology and structures across a flow field is likely to be higher or potentially more pronounced the longer-lived an eruption is/was.

2.2. Tharsis volcano flanks and rift aprons

The main flanks and rift aprons of Tharsis shield volcanoes display similar morphologies to terrestrial shield volcanoes (Holcomb, 1987). Long, ribbon-like channelized flows are easily observed across Martian volcanoes (e.g., Morris and Tanaka, 1994). These flows often appear to be boxy in cross-section with well-developed levee systems (Fig. 4).

Lava tube-fed flow fields have also been mapped on the flanks of larg- er Tharsis shield volcanoes (Fig. 4) (Pupysheva et al., 2006; Bleacher et al., 2007a,b). They form broad ridges up to 100-m-high and several kilometers across (hereafter called flank ridges). Sinuous rilles or chains of rimless pits are typically located along the axis of broad ridges. Many rilles or pits are sources for small overbank flows that together coalesce to define a broad ridge. Tube-fed flow fields also display significant breakouts, known as fans (Carr et al., 1977; Morris and Tanaka, 1994; Mouginis-Mark and Christensen, 2005; Bleacher et al., 2007a). Lava fans are topographic features that also rise > 100 m above the adjacent flank. These features decrease in local relief with distance from the breakout until grading into the flank flows. Although some fans could be eruption sites that are related to rift zone activity (Mouginis-Mark and Christensen, 2005) or magma migration along fault zones within the shield volcanoes (Morris and Tanaka, 1994), they are typically associated with upslope tube-fed flows that trend into the fan’s apex. This relationship led Bleacher et al. (2007a) to conclude that they are most likely analogous to rootless shields, which are observed to form over some Hawaiian lava tubes (Patrick and Orr, 2011). Many of these fan features are found at locations where the pre-flow surface slope decreases (Fig. 5). Thus, these fan deposits on the flanks of Martian shield volcanoes, in some cases, might represent the type of lava deposit that can form when lava flows encounter breaks in slope.

In summary, the morphologies that are produced from a given eruption, whether on Earth or Mars, generally differ between the low slope plains and the shield’s higher slope flanks. Flows on the flanks generally form leveed lava channels with a rectangular cross sectional appearance. If the eruption, or undisturbed eruptive episode, is long-lived, the channels can develop a roof, thereby forming a lava tube. Flank tubes generally do not flow at full capacity continuously, and the decoupling of the crust from the liquid core does not enable roof inflation. However, increases in lava flux through the tube can lead to disruption of the roof and the development of a rootless shield or series of shields. In this way, flank tube systems can develop broad ridges with chains of pits (or skylights, if active) and rootless shield vents aligned along the axis. These broad ridges or tube-fed flows are interspersed with lava channels across the main flank.

3. Methods

The main questions that motivated this project were: (1) What is the nature of the boundary between the Tharsis Montes rift aprons and the Tharsis plains; and (2) how are flow features in the two regions related?
Although structures that typically serve as lava flow pathways are easily recognized on the flank and rift apron of Pavonis Mons, such as channels and tubes, sinuous and sometimes branching channel networks are of a less obvious origin. If these features formed due to erosion in the rift aprons, then depositional fans should be present at the slope break. If such deposits cannot be found, then two conclusions can be reached: either erosion is not the cause of the extensive branching channel networks located within the rift aprons, or all depositional fans have been buried by the younger deposits that compose the plains. Thus, the goal of this project was to map the slope break and search for fans or depositional fans and, if not found, to assess the nature of the contact at the slope break and the characteristics of the plains units as related to the rift apron units. The study region covers an area to the south and east of the Pavonis Mons main flank between 1° and −7° latitude and 247°E and 254°E longitude. This region includes portions of the Pavonis Mons SW rift apron, and the eastern Tharsis plains covering an area of ~206,600 km².

A project of this nature is only possible due to the successful data collection by multiple post-Viking orbiter missions at Mars. Integration of image data sets from these missions enables generally uniform coverage across the study area (Fig. 2). The acquisition of CTX (Malin et al., 2007), THEMIS (Christensen et al., 2004), and HRSC (Neukum et al., 2004) images has provided nearly complete visible image coverage of this study area at resolutions between 6 and 25 m/pixel. Although not providing region-wide coverage, higher resolution images from MOC (Malin et al., 1992) and HiRISE (McEwen et al., 2007) were used to enhance mapping interpretations. We have geo-referenced relevant images from these cameras to the THEMIS infrared daytime mosaic at 512 pixels/degree (~100 m/pixel) (Christensen et al., 2004) and the 128 pixels/degree (~460 m/pixel) MOLA gridded dataset (Smith et al., 2003). Maps were originally compiled using ArcGIS 9.3 by ESRI. Subsequent mapping was conducted using a combination of ArcGIS 9.3 through 10.3.

Morphologic mapping was conducted across the study region to identify flow boundaries and margins to assess what flow unit types are linked throughout the rift apron and across the plains. The goal was to link flow units of the rift aprons with their terminal margin and to assess if the terminal margin represents the natural end of the flow or is related to burial by a younger unit. For units that extend beyond the slope break the mapping was intended to determine if and how flow unit morphology changes with decreased slope. Fig. 2 shows the location of plains ridges as mapped within this project, and the location of plains volcanoes as mapped in the Catalog of Tharsis Province Small Volcanic Vents (Bleacher et al., 2009; Richardson et al., 2013).
Data related to the relief of a feature is based upon analysis of the MOLA PEDRs. Often, features were broad enough to be identified within the MOLA gridded data product as well. For smaller features, relief information obtained from the PEDR data was supplemented using shadow measurements. These results are considered to be far less accurate but nonetheless provide a constraint on a feature’s relief. The orientation and size of many of the ridges made difficult a robust assessment of ridge dimensions across a flow field or between flow fields.

4. Results

The rift aprons of the Tharsis Montes are spatially related to the shield volcano they are adjacent to, but are often discussed as unique volcanoes in their own right (Crumpler et al., 2007; Plescia, 2004) potentially resulting from completely unique eruption events unrelated to the formation of the main shields (Bleacher et al., 2007a; Xiao and Wang, 2009; Murray et al., 2010). Because the physical makeup of the rift apron flows is questioned in the literature, while the main flank flows are not, we refer to main flank flows as “lava flows” and rift apron units as just “flows”. Rift apron-sourced flows are younger than the main flank lava flows and consistently embed the base of the shield’s main flanks indicating a time step between flank formation and rift zone apron development (Crumpler et al., 2007; Plescia, 2004; Bleacher et al., 2007; Xiao and Wang, 2009; Murray et al., 2010). Crater counts are consistent with these superposition relationships as main flank flows are suggested to display eruptions over a significant amount of time, but are as young as several hundred millions of years old (Werner, 2009) whereas rift apron units and small volcanic vents in the rift aprons are suggested to be as young as ~100 Ma (Werner, 2009) or younger (Hauber et al., 2013). The rift apron in part comprises units that are fairly similar in morphology to the main flanks of the Tharsis Montes and other Tharsis shield volcanoes, including a combination of broad, leveed channels and broad ridges that can stand up to 100 m above the adjacent terrain, which are inferred here to be lava channel-fed and lava tube-fed flows. Unlike the main flank of Pavnonis Mons, the rift apron, as well as the plains east of it, display numerous low shields and fissure vents. Additionally, sinuous and sometimes branching channel networks are observed in the rift apron, but are not seen on the main flanks. These features are typically found within smooth units that do not display thick flow margins or channel levees but do possess islands and channel terraces. The dissimilarity between these features and traditional lava channel morphologies led Murray et al. (2010) to conclude that they must have formed as a result of erosion of the existing terrain by flowing water.

The relationship between the Pavnonis Mons rift apron and the plains to the east is not as clear as the relationship between the rift apron and main flank. The boundary between the apron and the plains corresponds with a break in slope from the 1–3° rift apron to the 0–1° plains, without displaying a clear contact between units of different morphology or age. The boundary is better described as a transition zone (Fig. 2) sometimes with a gradual change over several 10 s of kilometers. Slopes are taken from the reports of Plescia (2004) and Bleacher et al. (2007a). In this study the MOLA gridded data product was used to derive a slope map at the scale of ~460 m/pixel. Rift apron flows in the study area typically trend south to southeast, but upon encountering the transition zone, flow orientations realign to east before taking on a northeast orientation on the plains (Fig. 6). At the slope break between the two terrains we do not identify any consistent embayment relationship from plains units. This observation is in agreement with the results of Garry et al. (2007), who identified a long lava flow that originates in the southwest rift apron of Ascræus Mons and extends onto the plains without evidence of burial by a younger plains unit. Where it appears that plains units have buried rift apron units, the embayment relationship results from rift apron flows that cross the slope break to the south and realigned to flow to the northeast and bury older rift apron flows. No clear evidence exists for a true “plains unit” composed only of flows erupted from sources in the plains that consistently bury rift apron units. The transition across the slope break from the rift apron to the plains is accompanied by changes in flow field morphology. Along the rift apron’s eastern slope break we do not identify any depositional fans. Flow fields typically become wider, taking on a smooth to muted appearance, sometimes obscuring channel and tube-related features near the contact. Within several kilometers from the slope break into the plains recognizable flow structures are once again observed.

In the plains, leveed channels and broad tube-related ridges are present that are comparable in both morphology and size to those observed on the rift apron and main shield flank and are again inferred to represent channel-fed and tube-fed lava flows. The sinuous and branching channel networks are not observed. Instead, sinuous plains ridges that are kilometers to several 10 s of kilometers in length, but as long as 100 km, some with distributary branching patterns are present. Sinuous plains ridges are identified in the distal margins of the rift apron where slopes approach 1°, across the transition zone and are routinely observed throughout the plains (Figs. 2 and 10). These sinuous plains ridges (Fig. 6) are distinctly different from the broad ridges (lava tube-fed flows) described earlier (Fig. 4). Sinuous plains ridges can be subdivided into a narrow ridge and in some cases a lower broad rise. The narrow ridges are tens of hundreds of meters across and estimated to be up to 10 m in height (based on shadow measurements and, where possible, MOLA PEDR data). In some instances narrow ridges are located along the axes of topographically lower, broad rises that can be up to several kilometers across, while in other instances the narrow ridges are present within an otherwise featureless plain (Fig. 7). Some sinuous plains ridges (including a narrow ridge and lower broad rise) can rise 40 m above the adjacent plains, as measured using MOLA PEDR data. Due to the small size of ridges and orientations that are not conducive to elevation determinations from either shadow measurements or MOLA PEDR data a presentation of consistent measurements between ridges or even along a single ridge is not possible. However, the purpose of this effort was to attempt to place some constraints on ridge and plateau dimensions. Sinuous plains ridges tend to follow the regional slope and often weave between existing high topography such as shields or thick flow features. Thus, whereas the broad ridges (tube-fed flows) seen on the main flank, rift apron and elsewhere in the plains are up to 100 m in height, the sinuous plains ridges are roughly half as thick and are generally topped by a narrow ridge rather than a sinuous series of depressions and pits.

The sinuous plains ridges display morphologic variability (Fig. 8) across the plains, and sometimes within a single flow. They appear to vary in height and width, sometimes disappearing from view, but reappearing short distances away. Small, generally smooth-textured, lobes of lava hundreds of meters to kilometers in length can be seen to have originated at the base of the narrow ridge component of sinuous plains ridges. Where these lobes are common and stacked they compose the lower broad rise component of a sinuous plains ridge similar to the way in which small breakout lobes of lava stack to atop the broad (tube-fed) ridges. Narrow ridges can display a single crest or double crest. Double-crested walls also sometimes display another central ridge along the trough between the crests, or they can display flat floored troughs. In some areas the flat floored troughs are quite wide, sometimes extending several tens of meters across the top of the narrow ridge.

Sinuous plains ridges sometimes terminate as broad, flat-topped plateaus with heights 40 m above the surrounding plains as measured using MOLA PEDR data (Fig. 9). The margins of these plateaus are often irregular and lobate in map view, sometimes stepping down to lower topography lobes or terraces that are similar to the lobes associated with the lower broad rise of a sinuous plains ridge. The interiors of the plateaus often include numerous circular to irregularly shaped depressions that appear to be as deep as or shallower than the thickness of the plateau. Often the plateaus form in locations where the ridges trend towards and terminate against a topographic obstacle, such as a low shield or thick lava channel or tube-fed flow (Fig. 9).
Sinuous plains ridges are distributed across the plains, but their sources are indeterminable due to burial by younger lava flows. However, some examples exist where a sinuous plains ridge can be traced back to a low shield. Fig. 6 shows a low shield vent that is located near the slope break between the rift apron and the plains. This low shield is the youngest feature in the area and fed a 100-km-long lava flow. As this flow transitions off of the low shield’s flank onto the regional plains, the lava flow develops a sinuous plains ridge up to 30 m in height. Many breakouts are clearly visible extending from the base of this feature’s narrow ridge. Similar evidence is visible in the plains east of the Pavonis Mons where a low shield is seen in HiRISE Camera image ESP_027289_1790 to have emplaced a much shorter sinuous plains ridge (see Fig. 8 of Orr et al. (2015)).

In this study, we identified 163 unique sinuous plains ridge segments within the study area using CTX and THEMIS. However, the presence of sinuous plains ridges in higher resolution data (Orr et al., 2015), which do not provide complete coverage of the study area suggests that this number is but a subset of the total population. Conversely, some unique segments might be part of the same lava flow. Thus, the abundance of sinuous plains ridges discussed here is merely meant to
demonstrate that these features are common within the Tharsis plains East of Pavonis Mons.

In summary, the boundary between the Pavonis Mons rift apron and eastern Tharsis plains is a topographic boundary between the higher elevation, more steeply sloping rift apron and the lower elevation, more gently sloping plains. No consistent superposition between the two terrains is observed. Depositional fans are not present and do not appear to have been buried by plains flows, because flows from the apron can be traced across the slope break beyond which they can be seen to decrease in thickness and broaden. Lacking in the plains are the sinuous and branching, non-leaved channel networks that are observed in the rift apron flows. Characteristic of and concentrated in the plains with respect to the rift apron are sinuous plains ridges and broad plateaus that are interspersed with other plains units, including low shields, channel-fed and tube-fed lava flows. The morphologies described here are comparable to those described by Crown and Ramsey (2017) for the Tharsis plains to the southwest of Arsia Mons and in northeast Daedalia Planum. Crown and Ramsey (2017) identified sinuous ridges and plateaus that were associated with a relatively thin, low viscosity flow type; these features were interpreted to be segments of lava transport pathways that also included narrow channels upstream. The lower broad rises associated with sinuous ridges as described near Pavonis Mons were not evident in their study area.

5. Discussion

The rift aprons are traditionally thought to represent emplacement of lava flows (Carr et al., 1977; Crumpler et al., 2007; Plescia, 2004; Bleacher et al., 2007a, 2009). However, branching channel networks on the rift aprons have led to the suggestion that erosion has occurred (Mouginis-Mark and Christensen, 2005; Bleacher et al., 2007a; Murray et al., 2010). The style and extent of the purported erosion has also led to the suggestion that the rift aprons are composed of loosely
rift apron. This is consistent with observations of rift apron flows that cross into the low slope plains terrain and changed orientation (Walker, 1991, 2009). The margins of the apron flows that produced the southwest rift apron lobes that can reach several meters in thickness. Unless later consolidation occurs, apron flows are of unknown origin or an extension of younger rift apron flows (Bleacher et al., 2007a), it is nonetheless possible that the branching channel networks represent a mixed genesis involving both emplacement of lava flows and more easily eroded mud flows. These considerably different interpretations of rift apron development have strong implications on the timing, nature and volume of volatiles on the surface of Mars, including the development of aquifers high up on the flanks of shield volcanoes. Thus, the motivation for this project was to characterize the relationship between the Pavonis Mons southwest rift apron flows (Bleacher et al., 2007a) and the adjacent Tharsis plains units to the east in an attempt to better characterize the geologic development of the rift aprons.

The 1–3° slopes of the rift apron transition into the nearly flat terrain of the plains. The slope break that bounds these two terrains shows no evidence for the development of depositional fans. This boundary also lacks consistent superposition relations between units of the two terrains. Some rift apron flows transition onto the lower slope surface and show evidence for widening of the flow and a change in orientation from NW–SE to SW–NE. Where burial of the NW–SE-trending rift apron flows by the SW–NE-trending plains flows is observed, those plains flows are of unknown origin or an extension of younger rift apron flows that cross into the low slope plains terrain and changed orientation. In other words, plains lavas to the east of Pavonis Mons do not appear to represent a different eruptive event from a different volcano, but are composed of the same materials that currently make up the surface of the rift apron. Thus, at least to the east of Pavonis Mons, the Tharsis plains were resurfaced by the same flows that produced the southwest rift apron. This is consistent with observations of rift apron flows at Ascraeus Mons that extend from within the southwest rift apron out onto the Tharsis plains to the west and north of the volcano (Garry et al., 2007). This observation is also consistent with the units of the rift apron and extensive plains to the southwest of Arsia Mons, where long, rugged lava flows with well-developed central channels and lateral levees are intermingled with extensive flows fed by lava tubes and small channel/sinuous ridge systems (Crown and Ramsey, 2017).

The makeup of the boundary between the rift apron and plains suggests that the units comprising the two are the same. Fluvial channels formed by the erosion and transport of material must deposit the material in some other location. Deposition of this material occurs when water is no longer capable of transporting the clastic load. This process of deposition tends to produce deltas (if deposited into a large body of water) or alluvial fans (if deposited sub-aerially). If a sedimentary deposit is not associated with a channel then the transported sediments must have been removed due to subsequent erosion or are buried. Lava flows that encounter a slope break can also produce fan-like deposits (Carr and Greeley, 1980) and similar features are seen elsewhere on Tharsis volcanoes where lava flows encounter a steep to shallow slope break (Morris and Tanaka, 1994; Bleacher et al., 2007b) (Fig. 5). Lava flow deposition into a fan-like deposit occurs in this manner because the slope break causes disruption of the flow and rapid cooling, which increases viscosity and stalls the lava advance. Subsequent lava is emplaced over this stalled front and slowly produces a fan-like buildup of cooled lava until a new pathway structure is established to transport lava beyond the slope break. Thus, a lack of fan deposits might be inconsistent with either interpretation for rift apron development.

The youngest flow units of the rift apron can be traced onto the plains. Thus, a characterization of flow emplacement on the plains provides insights into the origin of rift apron units. The flows that compose the plains also display evidence for lava channels and tube-fed flows. However, whereas the rift apron channels and tubes are interspersed with branching channel networks, the plains channels and tubes are interspersed with ridges and plateaus (Fig. 10). Ridges and plateaus are not always found in association with one another in the same flow. However, their fairly common association suggests that the two features, even when found separate from one another, share a common developmental history. The ongoing eruption at Kilauea volcano, Hawai‘i, provides insight into the development of ridges and plateaus where lava flows have advanced across steep to shallow slope breaks and where advancing lava flows are confined by topography.

Kilauea’s East Rift Zone eruption has been ongoing since 1981 and has been dominated by effusion from the Pu‘u ‘O‘o vent (e.g., Heliker and Mattio, 2003, Orr et al., 2015). Lava flows from Pu‘u ‘O‘o that reach the coastal plain, where slopes drop below 1°, commonly spread laterally as a thin sheet from their tube or channel system and subsequently thicken via flow inflation (Walker, 1991, 2009; Mattio et al., 1993; Peterson et al., 1994; Hon et al., 1994; Self et al., 1998; Hoblitt et al., 2012; Hamilton et al., 2013). Unlike lava tubes on the steeper sloping flanks of the volcano that typically flow below full capacity once they have formed, resulting in a decoupling of the roof and liquid core of the flow (Kauahikaua et al., 1998), sheet flows tend to involve a broad liquid core that remains coupled with the overlying crust (Hon et al., 1994) for a longer period of time. At a given location within a flow field, sheet flows initially experience an inflationary phase that involves growth or thickening of the liquid core itself (Hon et al., 1994). This phase is followed by a period of core stabilization, during which lava passes through this portion of the sheet to the active flow front (Hon et al., 1994). At this point, sheet inflation is driven by cooling of the liquid core and accumulation of crystals along the bottom of the upper crust and, to a lesser extent, the top of the lower crust. The liquid core cannot be infinitely compressed, and so upward lifting of the crust, or inflation, must accommodate the volume change associated with addition of new crustal material. In this way, toe structures at the flow front that are 10s of cm thick are lifted upwards above a relatively continuous liquid core across the flow field resulting in flow lobes that can reach several meters in thickness. Unless later
disrupted, these inflated surfaces preserve the original lava texture (Walker, 1991, 2009; Mattox et al., 1993; Peterson et al., 1994; Hon et al., 1994; Self et al., 1998; Hoblitt et al., 2012).

Continued seaward advancement beyond the slope break is slow, often taking weeks for the flow front margin to reach the coastline. However, once the flow front reaches the sea, lava within the fluid core of the sheet is preferentially focused into efficient pathways between the base of the scarp and the ocean outlet through the sheet. The development of a central pathway reduces the rate of lateral spreading and leads to solidification of the core and stagnation of lateral advance and inflation. At this point a flow will be characterized by a well-developed tube within a broad sheet, or inflated plateau, comparable to proposed methods of forming tubes in sheet flows by Ollier and Brown (1965). Unless roofless vents feed new breakout lobes from the tube, thereby thickening the flow by stacking of smaller breakout lobes (Mattox et al., 1993), lava will be delivered through the sheet to the ocean with little change to the plateau. Thus, once a stable pathway across the plains is established to the coast, inflation essentially ceases unless the pathway structure is ruptured or blocked and begins the process of flow emplacement on the surface again.

As inflation of the sheet occurs, depressions form in places that experience little or no inflation, typically where previously high standing terrain inhibited the establishment of a continuous liquid core (Walker, 1991, 2009; Self et al., 1998). The resultant morphology comprises broad, smooth to hummocky plateaus with irregular shaped depressions of various depths (Chitwood, 1994) known as lava-rise pits (Walker, 1991, 2009; Self et al., 1998). Plateau margins are often defined by steeply tilted crust that is separated from the upper plateau by cracks, or inflation clefts, or a gently sloping margin with minor clefts or a series of stacked lobes and toes. This style of cracking, or cleft formation, is necessary to accommodate crust extension between the static margins and the inflating interior (Walker, 1991; Hon et al., 1994; Keszthelyi et al., 2004; Hoblitt et al., 2012).

Inflation can also be focused along the roof of a lava tube or narrow pathway within a sheet depending on the specific emplacement conditions (Hon et al., 1994; Cashman and Kauahikaua, 1997). Recent observations of flows emplaced during an episode in late 2010 show that tube-related inflation can occur when a relatively low local emplacement rate enables the flow to be laterally-confined by local, small-scale topography (Orr et al., 2015). In this case, lateral spreading is inhibited due to obstacles, and the confined flow field remains narrow and can form a tube. Much like inflated sheets, tubes on low slopes have little or no void space between the roof and liquid lava core. As such, the tube roof will experience inflation when the liquid core and thickening crust remain coupled while lava is delivered to the advancing flow front (Hamilton et al., 2013). Because the entire local flux of lava becomes focused into this narrow pathway, only the tube roof experiences inflation-related uplift, thereby producing a ridge along the axis of the tube. Unlike broad, flat-topped inflation plateaus that exhibit clefts along their margins, ridges display a large central cleft or group of axial clefts (Orr et al., 2015). Due to a similar inflation origin, clefted ridges can, in theory, attain heights or thicknesses as large as inflation plateaus.

Lava tubes on low slope plains also experience breakouts as observed on higher slope flank tubes. Plains tubes tend to experience periodic breakouts from the flanks of the clefted ridges during periods of increased lava flux through the system (Orr et al., 2015). Thus, small breakout lobes are emplaced adjacent to a ridge, rather than directly above the tube through the clefts. As the tube roof uplifts it is synchronously partly buried by its own outbreaks, resulting in a narrow clefted ridge trend along the crest of a broad, low profile rise comprised of small breakout lobes. Together a sinuous tumulus and broad rise compose a flow field that is called a sinuous, elongate tumulus (Hon et al., 1994; Cashman and Kauahikaua, 1997; Orr et al., 2015) or flow lobe tumulus (Rossi and Gudmundsson, 1996).

Observations of lava emplacement from the Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō vent since 1981 show that lava flows encountering a change in slope from steep to shallow do not always produce fan deposits. Depending on the emplacement rate, the active flow front can spread laterally and subsequently produce a variety of inflation-related features, such as ridges and plateaus as opposed to fans. Orr et al. (2015) observed a tube-fed lava flow on the main flank of Kīlauea transition into an inflating ridge on the low slope coastal plain. Where not bound by existing topography, advance of lava across the low-slope plain involved a thin and broad flow front composed of small breakout toes. However, where the advancing lava was confined by older inflated lava flows or fault scarp, lateral advancement was inhibited and a narrow pathway or tube formed. Inflation of the tube roof followed over the next several months producing a pronounced ridge with a central cleft (clefted ridge) that was situated along the axis of a broad, low profile rise composed of breakouts from the base of the clefted ridge (Orr et al., 2015). This low slope lava tube morphology results from nearly continuous coupling of the liquid within the tube and the tube roof and walls, meaning that the tube continued to flow at full capacity most, if not all, of the time and experienced only minor breakouts at the base of the inflated roof. Sinuous elongate tumuli (i.e., a clefted ridge and broad rise) formation represents a fairly stable episode of lava emplacement with respect to the local lava flux through the transport system. Large fluctuations in flux or pulses of lava through the system can cause tube disruption such as shatter ring formation (Orr, 2010) or breakouts and rootless vent formation (Patrick and Orr, 2011) thereby leading to the establishment of new surface pathways (such as lava channels) and the abandonment of the elongate sinuous tumulus.

Perhaps the best example of an elongate sinuous tumulus involves the informally named Kahaule‘a’s flows (Patrick et al., 2015), which formed as the Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō lavas began flowing to the northeast in 2013. These flows threatened to inundate the town of Pāhoa before the flow field experienced breakouts up slope that diverted the active flow fronts to new locations (Poland et al., 2016). As the flow entered the outskirts...
of Pāhoa the narrowly confined flow field experienced inflation along the axis of the active pathway. Much as the elongate sinuous tumulus formed on the coastal plains south of Pu‘u ‘Ō‘ō in 2010 (Orr et al., 2015) this flow field experienced narrow inflation coupled with localized breakouts along the flow field’s lateral margins producing a clefted ridge over a broad rise composed of small breakout lobes (Fig. 11). However, in this case the flow field morphology is easier to observe because the flow advanced over grassy fields opposed to older basalt of the same color.

Inflation of lava sheets can also be inferred at older lava flows along the Hawaiian coastal plain, such as at the Mauna Loa 1859 lava flow (Fig. 12). The morphology of this flow has been studied on the higher slope flank of Mauna Loa where it developed a paired pāhoehoe and ‘a‘a channel based on changes in eruption and emplacement conditions (Rowland and Walker, 1990). The flow has been studied separately where the flow front advanced across the low slope coastal plain (Walker, 1991, 2009). Here, the flow widens considerably and all traces of the channel transport system are lost. The morphology evolves into a series of high-standing plateaus that rise 2–5 m above the surrounding hummocky lava surfaces. Within the plateaus are circular to irregular shaped depressions that are on the order of several meters deep, referred to as lava-rise pits by Walker (1991). The plateaus are most pronounced where the flow field, upon spreading across the coastal plain, flowed back towards the increased slope of Mauna Loa’s flank. Here the lava became trapped between the thickening flow field towards the coast and the flank. The confinement by topography inhibited the lateral spreading of the flow front and enhanced sheet inflation.

Perhaps the best, if not the most commonly discussed, examples of paired ridge and plateau morphologies come from lava flows in North Queensland, Australia. The Undara and Toomba lava flows in the Cenozoic Eastern Australian Volcanic Zone reach 160 and 120 km in length respectively (Stephenson et al., 1998). Both flows display evidence for broad inflated plateaus. Undara displays a ridge ~43 km in length and 200-m-wide that rises up to 20 m above the surrounding lava (Stephenson et al., 1998). The Undara ridge, known as “The Wall”, is surrounded by several kilometers of less inflated sheet flows (Stephenson and Whitehead, 1996). The Wall displays longitudinal furrows up to 10-m-wide along the upper surface and is inferred to have formed due to inflation comparable to the process observed by Orr et al. (2015). Stephenson et al. (1998) note that its sinuosity mimics the path of the nearby Junction Creek. Whitehead and Stephenson (1998) describe a ridge along the Toomba flow that rises nearly 7 m above the surrounding lava and varies from 35 m to 300 m in width, displaying abundant clefts and pits where the ridge is wider. They note that the Toomba ridges are present where the flow is located near the Burdekin River and is sometimes located between narrow stretches of two older lava flows, the Birdbush and Kangerong flows. They conclude that ridges are located where the flow appears to have flowed down older streambeds, leading to migration of the fluvial pathways to adjacent locations, and involved Hawaiian-like eruption rates with slow and steady emplacement. The presence of ridges where the advance of the Undara and Toomba flows followed preexisting narrow pathways between older, higher topography lava flows is consistent with the observations of Orr et al. (2015) that sinuous, elongate tumuli form via inflation where lateral spreading of a flow front is inhibited.

The terrestrial examples discussed here provide context from which to interpret the flow features observed in the plains east of Pavonis Mons. Keszthelyi et al. (2000) conclude that lava flows on planets with lower gravity are expected to experience more flow inflation. They state that inflation requires the formation of a coherent upper crust, continued lava supply, and conditions under which it is easier for the lava to move upward opposed to advancing laterally. The lower gravitational acceleration on Mars results in a decreased driving force for lateral advance and a decreased force resisting upward motion of the crust. Thus, in general it might be expected that lava inflation would be more common on Mars than on the Earth. Additionally, on Earth, lava flow ridges and plateaus are found in association with topographic features that physically inhibit lateral lava flow advance. Fig. 9 shows an example of a lava flow east of Pavonis Mons that encountered a low shield, or topographic obstacle. At this location the flow’s morphology transitions into a broad, flat topped plateau with pits and steep sided margins as described by Walker (1991, 2009). Fig. 10 shows that plains lava flows often encountered not only vent structures but previously emplaced lava tubes and thick channelized lava flows. Hamilton et al. (2013) showed that inflating lobes can be affected by topography on the scale of the initial thickness of the toes at the lava flow front. Thus, the meters to 100 s meter thick lava channels and tubes, low shields and previously emplaced sinuous plains ridges and plateaus are more than sufficient to confine lava flows and initiate plateau and sinuous plains ridge formation.

Flows initially widen at the slope break, but width is highly variable along the flow lengths in relation to preexisting terrain. Crown and Baloga (1999) find that at the meter scale lava toes tend to be greater in length than width except on low slopes where toes tend to spread

---

**Fig. 11.** Image mosaic showing the Kahuakea flow at the western edge of the town of Pāhoa developed from images taken during UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) flights over the flow field. Here the flow field advanced as a tube-fed pāhoehoe flow via the breakout of small lobes at the flow front. As the front continued to advance a lava tube formed which subsequently experienced inflation of the roof producing a several meter high clefted ridge surrounded by small breakout lobes that define a broad rise. Together the clefted ridge and broad rise compose an elongate sinuous tumulus. The black arrow points to a street for scale. UAV imagery provided by Dr. Ryan L. Perroy, University of Hawai‘i Hilo Spatial Data Analysis & Visualization (3DAV) laboratory.
laterally and can have higher widths than lengths. Peitersen and Crown (1999, 2000) find that at the flow field scale (> 10 m) flows do not consistently widen on shallower slopes across the Hawaiian plains but conclude that topographic influences control the final width of a lava flow. Thus, field observations are consistent with Pavonis Mons lava flows transitioning from a higher slope rift apron onto a lower slope plain, initially broadening and advancing as a thin sheet before encountering local topography from older flows and vents that included relief that was high enough to confine flow field advance, and initiate inflation either narrowly as sinuous plains ridges or broadly as sheets.

The variable morphology of sinuous plains ridge is also consistent with lava flow emplacement. Ridges can form when long stretches of roof over a narrowly confined flow field experience inflation (see Fig. 7 of Orr et al. (2015)). Additionally, as the flow is advancing through and around obstacles a series of independent ponds or pools can develop. In this way the flow field can thicken by overflowing the ponds and producing short spillover flows. These small lobes stack to form a lower broad rise in much the same way that the breakout along a terrestrial clefted ridge build an adjacent broad rise, which together define a sinuous elongate tumulus. Narrow flow fields that display a series of perched ponds are referred to as perched lava channels and have been observed to produce ridges that rise 10 s of meters above the pre-flow terrain (Patrick et al., 2011). The variations in ridge morphology in the Tharsis plains suggests that lava flows experienced different emplacement conditions throughout their path, sometimes transitioning from broad sheet flows to narrowly confined lobes. These flows appear to have developed pools and ponds along their pathway, some of which experienced inflation to produce sinuous plains ridges, or sinuous elongate tumuli and some of which likely remained opened for periods of time as channels developed into perched channels. The observation of small ridges within the floors of broader ridge tops (Fig. 8) suggests that locally some of these processes changed over time. It is possible that perched channels could have later developed internal pathways that subsequently acted as an elongate sinuous tumulus.

The interpretation of the plains plateaus and ridges as inflationary lava flow features is inconsistent in one way with observations of terrestrial inflated lava flows. No cracks or inflation clefts are observed in the study area, as required on Earth for a flow’s brittle crust to accommodate endogenous growth via inflation (Walker, 1991; Hon et al., 1994; Keszthelyi et al., 2004; Hoblitt et al., 2012). Garry et al. (2012) discuss
a similar problem when suggesting that the Ina D feature on the Moon is associated with lava flow inflation. At that site a series of smooth-topped plateaus within a larger depression are suggested by Garry et al. (2012) to have formed via lava inflation, but no clefts are present. The Tharsis region of Mars is well known to be covered by a pervasive dust deposit (Ruff and Christensen, 2002) thick enough to obscure orbital spectral observations, and in high resolution image data dust mantles are often seen to mute or completely bury surface textural information beneath dunes. Observations of inflated lava flows in the arid southwest of the United States of America suggest that inflation clefts tend to accumulate aeolian deposits, nearly completely obscuring their presence within 10 s to 100 s of thousands of years (Fig. 13). In a region of Mars that is so heavily covered in dust, it is possible that inflation clefts along sheet flow margins would be filled to the point that they are not detectable remotely. Furthermore, some of the double crested ridges might represent inflation clefts along sinuous tumuli. Research related to aeolian deposition rates and the burial of inflation-related clefts is a topic for future research to support our understanding of the lava flow emplacement and subsequent modification history in the Tharsis region.

6. Conclusions

The main flanks and younger rift aprons of the Tharsis Montes display ample evidence for basaltic lava flow emplacement, as based on morphologic interpretations. Unlike the main flanks, the rift aprons also display sinuous and sometimes branching channel networks that lack levees and have been suggested to be the result of erosion, potentially resulting from fluvial processes. The > 1° sloping rift aprons transition to < 1° sloping Tharsis plains. This study focused on the morphologic relationship between the southwest rift apron of Pavonis Mons and the plains units to the east in order to understand the genetic relationship between the two terrains and to provide clues to the developmental history of the rift apron with respect to volcanism and possible fluvial processes.

Southeast trending flow units from the rift apron that extend across this steep-to-shallow slope break do not display fan deposits but instead widen and become smooth over a distance of several kilometers before reestablishing channel or tube morphologies that trend to the northeast. Whereas sinuous and branching, non-leveed channel networks are interspersed among channels and tubes on the rift apron, sinuous plains ridges and plateaus, which are sometimes linked, are interspersed among the channels and tubes of the plains units. Basaltic ridges and plateaus on the Earth are indicative of lava inflation processes, either focused along sinuous branches of lava tubes or broadly across sheet flows. If the local volumetric flow rate is low enough that flows can be confined by local topography (e.g., already emplaced flow margins or fault scarps), then the resultant lava flows are narrow and can quickly form lava tubes along which inflation is focused at the tube roof. The resultant morphology is a sinuous, elongate ridge or tumulus. Flows advancing in this manner, controlled by inflation, produce plateaus that are interspersed with sinuous ridges.

Lava flows >100 km in length are observed across Tharsis (Zimbelman, 1998; Baloga et al., 2003; Garry et al., 2006; Crown and Ramsey, 2017). Keszthelyi and Self (1998) conclude that long lava flows (>100 km) emplaced across low slopes (<5°) require either

Fig. 13. The development of inflated lava flows involves the formation of large cracks or clefts to accommodate spreading of the brittle crust. All images in this figure show inflated plateaus within lava flows in the Zuni-Bandera volcanic field, NM. The images shown in panels A and B were acquired by the authors during light sport aircraft trike flights at an altitude of ~120–150 m, showing the 2000–4000 year old McCartys lava flow field (A) and the ~115,000 year old El Caldoner flow field (B). The images shown in panels C and D were acquired by the authors on the ground and show inflation clefts in the McCartys flow field (C) and the 10,000–19,000 year old Hoya de Cibola flow field (flow ages are from Maxwell, 1986; Laughlin et al., 1993, 1994, Laughlin and WoldeGabriel, 1997; Dunbar and Phillips, 2004). Panels A and C from the McCartys flow show relatively unmodified clefts, whereas panels B and D show that inflation clefts can be nearly completely obscured by aeolian processes within 10,000 to 100,000 years in the Zuni-Bandera volcanic field.
(1) emplacement conditions consistent with rapid emplacement rates (local volumetric flow rate), or (2) insulated emplacement where heat loss is minimized. The observations presented here of plateau and ridge formation are consistent with the second scenario of Keszthelyi and Self (1998) involving long lava flow development across low slopes with emplacement styles that involve lava insulation. Several terrestrial examples have been discussed here with comparable plateau and ridge morphologies. Another terrestrial example is the >75 km long Carrizozo lava flow field in New Mexico, which also displays a narrow section with a sinuous ridge and a wider distal margin with broad plateaus (Keszthelyi and Pieri, 1993; Zimbelman and Johnston, 2001, 2003). Keszthelyi and Pieri (1993) infer that the Carrizozo lava flow field was emplaced over a period of at least three decades with eruption rates comparable to those in Hawai’i (5 m³ s⁻¹), in agreement with the assertion that long lava flows with ridges and plateaus are evidence of relatively slow and insulated emplacement opposed to high eruption or local volumetric flow rates.

We interpret the sinuous plains ridges east of Pavonis Mons to share an analogous origin to terrestrial sinuous elongate tumuli (or low slope clefted ridges). The variable morphologies displayed by the Martian features suggest a formation history strongly linked to local emplacement (volumetric flow rate) and pre-flow topography that produced inter-spersed inflation plateaus, sinuous elongate tumuli, perched channels and lava channels and tubes that appear morphologically similar to those higher up on the flanks of Pavonis Mons. The presence of these features down-flow of the rift apron units leads us to conclude that many of the Tharsis plains ridges and plateaus are the product of rift apron lava flows that were emplaced across a steep-to-shallow slope break, thereby resulting in changes in morphology within the same flow field. These lava flows were likely emplaced in a slow and steady manner as seen on Earth, potentially experiencing minor changes in local volumetric flow rate conditions leading to minor, short breakdowns from the established pathways. As these flows navigated through the topographic obstacles in the nearly flat plains they experienced lava flow inflation in several different manners depending on local conditions resulting in both ridges and plateaus. Sediment-laden fluvial flows or mudflows that encounter a steep-to-shallow slope break are expected to deposit their sedimentary load. Thus, a lack of fan deposits in locations where rift apron flows transition across the slope break is not consistent with a fluvial origin of the rift apron units. However, a lack of fan deposits at this slope break is consistent with rift apron lavas emplaced at a low local volumetric flow that, upon advancing onto a lower slope surface, spread laterally across the Tharsis plains and inflated to produce plateaus and ridges.

Sinuous ridges found elsewhere across the surface of Mars are interpreted as inverted fluvial channels (Malin and Edgett, 2003; Mangold et al., 2004; Moore and Howard, 2005; Pain et al., 2007; Burr et al., 2009, 2010; Williams et al., 2009; Anderson and Bell, 2010; Zimbelman and Griffin, 2010; Le Deit et al., 2010; Weitz et al., 2010; Newsom et al., 2010; Thomson et al., 2011; Ansan et al., 2011; Lefort et al., 2012), eskers (Baker, 2001; Head and Pratt, 2001; Bleacher et al., 2003; Ghatan and Head, 2004; Banks et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2013), or eroded remnants of subsurface dikes (Head et al., 2006). The development of inverted fluvial channels and eskers involves flowing water, and all three of these proposed processes require significant erosion and regional deflation. The study area is not a region thought to have experienced significant sedimentary deposition or subsequent erosion (Tanaka et al., 2014). It is highly unlikely that 10 s of meters of basaltic lava flow material has been removed across the Tharsis plains in the last several hundred mission years in a manner that would produce inverted fluvial terrains. However, Bleacher et al. (2013) and Orr et al. (2015) suggested that some sinuous ridges in the eastern Tharsis plains were the result of lava flow emplacement. Subsequently, Zhao et al. (2015) proposed a comparable volcanic origin for ridges in the Solis Planum region and Crown and Ramsey (2017) observe similar features that they also attribute to lava flow emplacement to the southwest of Arsia Mons. The interpretation of some sinuous ridges on Mars as sinuous elongate tumuli that form over narrow lava pathways provides an alternative hypothesis for Mars sinuous ridge formation. We do not pose that this alternative explains all other examples of Martian sinuous ridges. As stated by Williams et al. (2013), “The morphological characteristics and geologic context for each sinuous ridge must be assessed to accurately interpret the formation history of the landform and infer associated climatic conditions.”

Within the geologic context of the eastern Tharsis plains adjacent to Pavonis Mons, sinuous plains ridges that are linked with plateaus are consistent with a formation via slow and steady lava flow emplacement across low slope terrains through ample topographic obstacles that acted to inhibit lateral flow field advance. Both plateaus and ridges are indicative of flow inflation either across broad sheets or topographically confined, narrow pathways. Because these units are linked with units on the rift apron of Pavonis Mons, we also conclude that those units share a volcanic origin, including sinuous and branching, non-levée channel networks. As observed on Earth, a volcanic eruption that emplaces lava through a range of regional slopes and assortment of local topographic obstacles can produce a variety of lava flow pathway structures and morphologies, which is consistent with the transition in lava flow structures observed throughout the study area.
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